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P RESIDENT’S MESSAGE
"What the new year brings to you will depend a great deal on what you bring to the new year.”
- Vern McLellan

And we enter 2022!! On behalf of the OZCF Board, I wish everyone a Happy and Healthy New Year full of joy and
success in your personal and professional lives.
We have gone through almost 2 years of restrictions which have impacted everyone and although we saw
“glimpses of the highway”, we are not out of the woods. A sincere request to our membership and community at
large to take care and act responsibly in ensuring a quick end to these difficult times. So, what does the New Year
hold in store for us? Whatever it may be, I know we are All In It Together and set to handle the challenges, and
come out stronger and better than ever. As Alex Morritt states “New Year — a new chapter, new verse, or just
the same old story? Ultimately, we write it. The choice is ours.”
I take this opportunity to thank all members and donors for their ongoing and valued support of OZCF and above
all, our amazing volunteers who ensure OZCF keeps thriving. The participation and positive feedback we keep
receiving for the various events organized, all with safety protocols in place, truly reflect that our members see
value in being part of this great organization.
Despite a tough year for many, it was truly wonderful to see the generosity and charitable ways our community is
known for. Not only have you donated and participated in our fundraising events, thereby ensuring OZCF again
did not have to dip in its reserves, but you have also donated graciously in support of the nationwide project “Love
My Neighbour”, to increase COVID vaccines delivered throughout the developing world. Over $12,000 was donated towards this cause.
The New Year fills us with hope and pride as we march towards achieving our dream of constructing an Atashkadeh, our very own consecrated Place of Worship. Stay tuned for updates from the Place of Worship Advisory
Committee in the New Year.
In the year ahead, there are certainly many exciting things being planned by your Board and its sub-committees,
which include activities for members of all ages to come out and take part in throughout the year. Keep a look out
for the Weekly Pulse on Sundays for details on these activities.
Our members in good standing should be receiving the amalgamated Zoroastrian calendar for 2022 in January.
Members and donors who donated towards the PoW in 2021 will receive their tax receipts along with the calendar.
Tax receipts for donations made towards the General Fund will be emailed out next month as we strive to go
green and contribute to sustainability.

Home of:

Please remember to fulfill your membership requirements for 2022 and pay your fees online and/or forward any
changes to personal information to the Membership Sub-Committee on the attached membership form. You may
set up direct deposit payment so that your membership self-renews annually. The PAD form is attached and available online at www.ozcf.com. Thank you to those who have already renewed or become new members.
Finally, as always, we wish Tandarosti to our community. Stay Safe and Stay Well!
Ushtaa Ahmaai Yahmaai Ushtaa Kahmaaichit! – Happiness to those who give happiness to others!
Xerxes Madan
President
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PLACE OF WORSHIP ADVISORY COMMITTEE UPDATE
We received comments from the Town of Oakville and Region of Halton on our Site Plan Approval
application. Two issues are outstanding. Firstly, the capacity of the fire pond will have to be
increased, as the Ontario Building Code (OBC) and Fire Department now require us to
accommodate a depth of 60 cm for surface ice coverage, instead of the previous 30 cm. This
reduces the required capacity of water during the winter in the pond for the two buildings. While 60
cm of ice is unheard of in this part of Southern Ontario, the OBC applies the same regulations
throughout the province including Northern Ontario, where the impact of ice formation is greater. We will manage this during construction by extending the pond or installing a tank to
accommodate the balance. We have discussed our new strategy already with the Fire Department
and will respond formally with our solution after the holidays.
It is noteworthy that the Fire Department has exempted us from installing a fire suppression
(sprinkler) system within the building until water pipes and services are installed in the future, which
is now a standard requirement for all new community and commercial buildings.
The second issue was the hydrogeological study for the water well and septic system. Our
consultants had completed such a study for our submission. The Region hired their own
consultants to do a peer review and have asked for clarification. The consultants will sort this out
and we should have a resolution in January.

As we get closer to achieving site plan approval, we will then apply for a building permit which takes
four to six weeks. We are working closely with the authorities through Zoom meetings with staff at
the various departments while they are on slowdown due to the pandemic and installation of new
electronic processes and systems for submission and review of our reports.
We will keep the community updated of progress and sincerely thank you for your continued
patience and generosity to bring our dream to reality.
May Ahura Mazda always bless our community.
Phil Sidhwa
Chair, PWAC
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
OBITUARY:
Hilda Nadirshaw Cama, who expired suddenly at her home in Mumbai. Hilda will always be the
beloved sister of Dhun Gazdar and sister-in-law of Sam Gazdar (Mississauga), beloved sister of
Villoo Cama and Firooza Kerawalla (Mumbai), dear aunt to Hanoz Kerawalla (Mumbai), Cyrus, Roy
(Diana) and Aban Gazdar (Mississauga) and cherished great aunt of Nina, Natasha and Kashmira
Gazdar (Mississauga). Hilda was 79. May Ahura Mazda eternally bless her noble soul!

HALL RENTAL RATES:
Please note new rates to rent the hall for social events. These rates are significantly lower than
renting at halls and hotel rooms and allow members and non-members the entire use of our facilities.
Members: $400
Non-members: $500
Rental of Audio/Video equipment is $100.

RATES TO ADVERTISE IN THE NEWSLETTER:
Members often inquire about rates to advertise in the newsletter. See the rate structure below:
Business Card
1/4 Page
1/2 Page
Full Page
Last Full Page

$25 per issue
$50 per issue
$75 per issue
$125 per issue
$150 per issue

$150 per year
$300 per year
$450 per year
$750 per year
$900 per year

If paid in full at the beginning of the year by the end of January, a 10% discount will be applied.
There are six issues per year – January, March, May, July, September and November.

HALL RENTAL RATES FOR FUNERAL SERVICES
Members: $100 per day (over the 4-day period)
Non-members: $150 per day
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MEMBERSHIP:
The OZCF Board of Directors along with the Membership Committee would like to thank each and every member for
their continued support in 2020 and 2021 despite the disruption in life due to COVID. The OZCF Membership
Committee has worked very hard to get as many memberships renewed as possible and succeeded in increasing its
paid membership from 536 in 2020 to 572 in 2021, which is extremely encouraging.
Membership comprises a large portion of annual revenues for OZCF. Membership fee revenue allows us to offset
around 40% of our yearly fixed costs, hence it is really important for the running of the 10 acres of OZCF.

A gentle reminder that it is that time of the year to fulfill your membership requirements for 2022. To start the
renewal process, we have made it easy to be able to renew your membership using the following options:

1.
2.

Pay through your Credit Card or PayPal.

Sending in a cheque is also available for those that wish to do so.
You may set up for direct deposit payment so that your membership self-renews annually. PAD form is
attached and also available online at www.ozcf.com
Here’s the breakdown of the membership category and fees for 2022:

A Membership form has been included, should any changes be required to your personal information or you can
make these changes yourself online at www.ozcf.com

Feel free to contact Shirin Chaturvedi at cshirinm@hotmail.com or Rumi Jasavala at rumi_jasavala@ozcf.com, for
any assistance required in membership renewal.

Thank you to all for your kind support, as always.

Membership Committee
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BINGO:
After a long wait due to COVID restrictions, we got a chance to get back to volunteering
at Oakville Delta Bingo in November and December. Unfortunately, in mid-December
due to the current outbreak of the new variant and new provincial guidelines limiting
capacity at the hall, the OCGA has deemed it necessary to stop the volunteers until
April 2022. However, our bingo revenues will continue as live bingos are being held
with reduced capacity. We are grateful to Delta Bingo for helping out the charities.
Congratulations to Hozi Patel who was the winner of a golf shirt in the first draw for
volunteers. We thank our bingo volunteers for always helping.
If you wish to join the bingo volunteering team when the hall is open to volunteers
again, please reach out to Kermin Byramjee (kermin101@gmail.com) or Adil Bhesania
(vicepresident@ozcf.com) for more information.

COVID SCREENING:
We have simplified the Covid screening process whereby you can click on the link
below which will take you to an electronic form. You must enter ”no” to all questions to
be eligible to enter the ZRCC’s premises. We are also looking to implement a QR
code. Stay tuned.
https://www.jotform.com/app/213555136332248
For your convenience, we have also included the original screening form in this newsletter which you can print out and bring with you.
With cases rising again and with different variants at play, we ask our members to
remain cautious, bearing in mind the safety of others. The OZCF appreciates your
understanding and cooperation.
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The OZCF prayer room and
facility is not open regularly.
For personal requests, you
may contact the following:

Prayer Room Access
Nozer Kotwal 905-820-0461
nskotwal1@gmail.com

Hall Rentals
Cyrus Gazdar 647-294-6462
cygazdar@yahoo.ca

ZRCC Coordinator

RELIGIOUS EVENTS AND UPDATES
MAIDYAREM GAHAMBAR (F)
The R&L Committee will be celebrating Maidyarem Gahambar, as per Fasli Calendar, on Sunday,
January 2, 2022, at 11:00 am at the ZRCC, 1187 Burnhamthorpe Rd. East, Oakville.
Members wishing to attend in-person must give their names to Er. Nozer Kotwal at (905) 820-0461 or at
nskotwal1@gmail.com in advance no later than Thursday December 30. Attendees will be allowed
in on a first-come basis and access limited to agreed numbers in the Hall. The Jashan prayers will be
live-streamed, and members not attending in-person are encouraged to join in the prayers online. The
link for the broadcast is www.ozcf.com at 11:00 am.

Armaity Anandasgar 905-2710366 armaity.a@gmail.com

Please note the ZRCC facility is limited to 25 people (including priests) based on the provincial
guidelines in place.

OZCF President

If you wish to offer your home-made Malido, Ravo, Sev and/or dry-fruits, flowers, fruits, Sukhad, Loban,
we ask that you make arrangements with Er. Kotwal in advance.

Xerxes Madan 416-254-0685
president@ozcf.com

Webmaster & Facilities
Rumi Jasavala 647-885-1759
rumijas@hotmail.com

Need a Mobed

All members who come to the property MUST adhere to the laid down protocols (COVID-19 double
vaccination, Screening Sheet and Instruction Guidelines), bearing in mind the volunteer has the right to
refuse a member from entry if they feel the member could be endangering the health and safety of
others.

As with all messages OZCF has communicated to the community, we remind our members that while
these stipulations require us to carry out our engagements differently, we must adhere to them in order
to enhance the safety of our members, volunteers and Mobeds. OZCF appreciates your continued
patience and understanding.

Our Mobeds are available to
help in times of need to offer
their guidance & services to
the community. Please contact:
Bamji, Ervad Xerxes (905) 7021034
Bulsara, Ervad Firdosh (905) 8247692
Dastur, Ervad Mehbad (416) 9179195
Dhabhar, Ervad Jamshed (905)
819-0089
Katrak, Ervad Kerman (647) 4447359 (Speaks Farsi)
Kotwal, Ervad Nozer (905) 8200461
Madan, Ervad Xerxes (416) 2540685
Panthaky, Ervad Jal (905) 5684946
Zarolia, Ervad
8879213

Kobad

(647)
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SENIORS’ UPDATE
The OZCF Seniors Sub Committee is happy to announce that our Seniors Meal Program started off with
a bang and our 12th December Meal pick-up and delivery was certainly proof of that.
This program was made possible by The Ministry for Seniors and Accessibility, Province of Ontario. Our
program started in December 2021 and will continue till the end of March 2022. Each month we will be
distributing 2 or 3 typically Parsi meals, which we can all enjoy and reminisce about.
The goal of this program is that the OZCF under the leadership of the Seniors Sub Committee wishes to
bring to our Senior members and our entire community of seniors a little bit of warmth, comfort and cheer
by enjoying a meal which has been prepared especially for them. For all those seniors who may have
become a little more restrictive in their lives due to the approaching winter months and of course the
continued stress of Covid, we genuinely wish that you do participate in our Meal Program
It was gratifying to see the different groups of people who came to pick up their meal at their scheduled
time, meet and greet each other with huge smiles and loud voices while still maintaining a safe distance
from each other. Our thanks to the Maharaja Restaurant for the efficient manner in which they carried out
this service.
Once again the goal of the OZCF Sub Committee is to bring a feeling of warmth, caring, feeling of being
appreciated for all they have done for our community. Last but certainly not the least our eternal gratitude
to Rumi Jasavala for helping to set up our computer programs and we hope that each and every senior
gets the opportunity to participate and share in this memory of warmth and cheer with each other.
Minnie, Gulrukh and Kamal
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YOUTH TALK
On November 27th the Youth Committee hosted another session of the popular Youth Talk steered by Mobedyar Khushroo
Mirza. With the success of the “Why do bad things happen to good people?” topic during his NAMC discussion, we brought up
the same question with the youth to build a conversation from a different perspective. The event was conducted over Zoom
and as always, was engaging and very educational.

YOUTH EXPLOSION
The Youth Committee continued their initiative to recognize Zoroastrian youth who understand the importance of giving back to
the community and taking on leadership roles to strengthen our organizations.

Zoroastrian Youth of the Month for November was Fravash Chothia.

Fravash Chothia has been a regular volunteer at the Zoroastrian Society of Ontario (ZSO) since 2012.
He started with the ZSO by attending religion classes and scouts, then helping out at events and gradually took on more
leadership roles. He currently serves as the Chair for the ZSO Youth Committee.
Fravash studies at Ryerson University completing his degree in business management. His future plans include growing the
Youth Committee and finding ways to bring the community together.
We are immensely proud to recognize Fravash for his services to the Ontario Zoroastrian Community.
“A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step” - Lao Tzu. So take those first couple steps and watch your journey
begin - Fravash
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Zoroastrian Youth of the Month for December was Kevan Madan.

Ervad Kevan Madan is a young Mobed who has been an active member and volunteer of the OZCF for many years. He
became an ordained Navar in 2009 and is a member of the North American Mobed Council. He regularly volunteers to perform
religious ceremonies and is also part of the OZCF sports subcommittee. In recognition of his services to the community, he
received the OZCF Volunteer Appreciation Award in 2016.
Kevan is currently studying Sports and Event Marketing at George Brown.
We are very proud of Kevan for his dedication and commitment to the Ontario Zoroastrian Community.
“For every reason it’s not possible, there are hundreds of people who faced the same circumstances and succeeded.”
– Jack Canfield
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SPORTS SUBCOMMITTEE UPDATE
On 18th December 2021, the Sports Subcommittee organized the 2nd Annual OZCF Chess Tournament. With
restrictions at the time allowing gatherings of 25 people, it was an ‘Over The Board’ tournament which add-ed to
the excitement. 15 Chess enthusiasts registered and showed up on a snowy morning to battle it out in
competition format.
We started by splitting the players into three groups of 4 players and one group of 3 players via random drawing.
Everyone played everyone in their group with the top 2 advancing into the quarterfinals which were played in a
knockout format followed by the semifinals and then the best of 3 games final.
Incorporating feedback received from players after the 2020 tournament, all games were played in a 15+10 time
control format i.e., each player gets 15 minutes per game with a 10 second increment with every move. This
time control allowed enough time and chances for exciting games to develop while ensuring we were able to
finish on time.
Behzad Karai, Yezdi Sheriar and our 2020 Runner Up Cyrus Gazdar were the standout performers in the Group

stage as they emerged unscathed to top their respective groups. Pauzash Mithaiwala, Hoshang Bhesania, Yohaan
Bacha, Shahan Irani and Adil Bhesania rounded off the quarterfinal lineup.
Game 1 in the semis saw the 2 undefeated players take each other on. Our 2020 Runner Up Cyrus Gazdar played
with the black pieces against the strong young player Behzad Karai who drew white pieces. A Hercu-lean defence
by Cyrus ultimately succumbed to the relentless attacks by Behzad and we had our first finalist.
Game 2 of the semi-final saw young Shahan Irani with the white pieces take on Adil who drew to play with black.
Another exciting game emerged as both players made sharp attacking moves while maintaining solid defence
and testing their opponent. Shahan put up a great fight before Adil was able to win the game.

The final was a best of 3 games in which pressure on both players was immense as the other players had their
eyes glued to the board dissecting every move they made. The first game saw Behzad play with the white pieces.
Despite being down in material after the opening, Behzad defended well to frustrate Adil with a long game
before getting checkmated. The second game was played with Adil having the white pieces and was a sharp

game with a bishop sacrifice to setup a trap for Behzads’ Queen.
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Click here for a recap of Game 1 of the Final
Click here for a recap of Game 2 of the Final
A closely fought 3rd place game saw a cool Cyrus Gazdar hold his nerve to see out a tough fighter in Shahan Irani.
It is extremely encouraging to see 12 of the 15 participants were youth from which 5 were teenagers and 3 play-

ers were under 10 years old. Some of the younger ones didn’t want to leave the premises after getting eliminated preferring to stay back and keep playing friendly games against each other. Even more encour-aging was to
see the teenagers coaching the Under 10’s on how to improve and pointing out better moves they could make in
their friendly games. Below is some heartwarming feedback we received from some of our younger participants!

“I had a great time at the Chess tournament at
OZCF. There were many people that came to
play, and it was very well organized. I enjoyed
playing a lot and would love to see another

Chess tournament in the future”

“The events going on throughout the year have been very enjoyable and very well organized. Thank you for helping in making
them happen, and I look for-ward to more in the coming year.”

- Yohaan Bacha

– A 13-year-old participant

“The Chess tournament on Saturday, December
18th was a fun and memorable experience! Although I would eventually go on to place 2nd, I en-

“I started learning Chess after my parents read about this

joyed playing against other youth and members of

tournament last year. The Chess tournament is really fun. I

the Zoroastrian community and teaching younger

liked it.”

children about the game of Chess. Overall, it was

- A 6-year-old participant

an enjoyable day and I’m hoping to have more
such enjoyable events in the future!”
- Behzad Karai
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A huge thank you to Kevan Madan and Hormuz Javat who helped with setting up the playing hall the prior
evening and to Cyrus Gazdar for arranging enough Chess boards for all games to happen simultaneously and
donating the prizes for the event which will be given out at a later date.
If you wish to support any of the sporting activities at OZCF, please reach out to any member of the Sports Subcommittee.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Read the interesting article below from Wickets magazine which tells of the journey of our very own
Rumi Jasavala and of his two passions - coaching and volunteering.

COACH’S CORNER
RUMI JASAVALA COACHING AND MENTORING YOUTH IN CRICKET AND SOCCER
Born in Bombay, India, Rumi Jasavala emigrated to the UK when he was just one year old. He lived and was educated in
London until he reached the age of 30. Two significant life events then occurred; he got married in the UK and also emigrated
to Canada in 1994, settling in Oakville.
Having been brought up in the UK, Rumi became interested in cricket as a small child and played competitively during his entire school and university life while living in London. His active involvement as a player did not stop, however, after he had
completed his academic studies. He played for the bank at which he worked and also for other teams in various leagues. In
1989, he had also organized a tour to Canada, not knowing at that time that he would eventually be settling here. He also
played friendly cricket as a member of a Zoroastrian cricket team in London. Cricket is an important game for Zoroastrians
with the likes of India’s Farokh Engineer, as well as fellow Canadians Zubin Surkari and Khushroo Wadia among those who
have made names for themselves in the sport.
Rumi’s subsequent involvement with captaining, encouraging others to take an active part in sports stemmed from his own
playing days in the UK. There, he was actively involved in many sports including cricket, rugby, football (soccer), tennis, fives
(a sport similar to squash but played with one’s hands with specially padded gloves), athletics and others.
While working at the bank, Rumi had become a qualified coach to instruct tennis at the intermediatory level. Playing and
coaching was in his blood and coupled with his ability to lead and manage, it all seemed to flow hand in hand.
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After moving to Canada, Rumi played for the Zoroastrian Cricket Club here in the GTA and eventually captained them for
many years. Not surprisingly, he also organised and took a team on tour to the UK in 2006 where they played 11 games in 15
days.
Having taken various coaching courses through Cricket Canada & the Ontario Cricket Association, Rumi is now looking to take
his Level 1 Coaching Certification. He currently holds an Ontario Youth Cricket license. In addition to this, he took the next
level of coaching exams last month in December of 2021.
Having joined the Brampton and Etobicoke District Cricket League (BEDCL) Board of Directors some 15 years ago, Rumi now
holds the position of the League’s Treasurer, having previously held the position of League Secretary.
For Rumi it has been incredible to witness the growth of Canadian Cricket from its previous standpoint of matches being
played on grounds where the grass was long and the pitches small and made from matting. As a result of the concerted
efforts of its progressive minded Board of Directors, BEDCL’s matches are now played on turf wicket equipped grounds for
which the grass is cut to 2cm in height. The League now also has a few lighted fields.
Rumi is, however, of the opinion that the demand and growth of cricket within Canada has increased to a point where there are
simply not enough facilities, qualified coaches nor is there suitably required infrastructure. He is however, also optimistic that
things are changing and that the leadership now exists within both Cricket Ontario and the BEDCL that is fully capable of taking cricket to its highest potential levels, as Canadian Soccer has done with spectacular success.
Towards that end he genuinely hopes to continue volunteering himself towards the growth of cricket within Canada. While
doing so, he also hopes to see fellow dedicated volunteers working towards higher standards of play, better facilities and much
improved organizational structures for the game in this country.
Outside of cricket Rumi has also been involved in Ontario soccer for well over 18 years as a Coach at the Oakville Soccer
Club. He currently holds several soccer coaching certifications, the highest being at the National B Level 1 in training.
Rumi’s work has primarily had him involved at leadership/managerial levels which helps him in encouraging and developing
the youth in all the sports with which he is involved. He also looks forward to helping others become coaches and mentors to
youth within this country and as well in any other parts of the world if such opportunities ever arise.
- Tony McWatt
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2021 SWEEPSTAKES RAFFLE
Each year the Fundraising Committee creates new ways of engaging the community, especially in these uncertain times. They
launched the Spring Sweepstakes campaign, a raffle with grand prizes. A unique way of raising funds for the OZCF and at the
same time giving chances to win one of the amazing prizes. Of course, these prizes would not have been possible without our
sponsors, Baxter Hotel Group, Chemsynergy, Dragon’s Fire Golf Course, Habib Bank, Kakes & Kookies, Rayo Irani from Team
Rayo, Cyrus Patel and other donors.
We had 6 monthly draws starting from July and ending with the grand draw in December. Each draw had fabulous prizes from
gift card and cash prize to electronics like PS5, home appliances like the Nespresso and the grand prize of Air Canada gift
voucher and a 7-nights stay in San Diego.
The community, as always, was supportive and we were able to raise $14,000 which will go towards the general upkeep of the
OZCF property.
A big thank you again to our amazing community for always supporting our fundraising efforts.
Fundraising Committee
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JAMVA CHALOJI
Fall is the time for our ever-famous Food Fair at the OZCF - Jamva Chaloji (JC). After receiving a lot of inquiries about the
next JC, the Fundraising Committee decided to continue the tradition. Like last year, the event was a “pre-orders only” event.
This year, the event was promoted at the ZSO as well and was received with an enthusiastic response from the community,
which was evident in the record breaking orders that were received. The Fundraising Committee also sold goodies, the
proceeds of which went to OZCF.
On Sunday November 14, 2021, the community vendors arrived with their goodies neatly packed and labelled for easy distribution. Keeping our current protocols in mind, the vendors were each given a time slot to ensure that physical distancing and
minimum capacity at the OZCF hall was maintained at all times. The volunteers at the OZCF got the packages arranged as
per the orders received from each buyer and kept them ready for the curbside pick-up. Volunteers also delivered the food
orders to ZSO for distribution to their members.
We are thrilled to report that with a little bit of creativity and an amazing team of volunteers, we were able to create a unique
experience, both for the vendors and the buyers and another successful event for the OZCF while still following social
distancing regulations.
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